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The Digital Workforce Revolution Is Here

Introduction
The Digital Workforce has arrived. Computer processing power and costs, innovative 
algorithms, and other advanced technologies have progressed to the point that a company 
can deploy a Digital Workforce effectively to supplement (or replace) a company’s employees. 
By shifting manual, time-consuming processes to the Digital Workforce, companies can 
free up their personnel resources to think critically about business problems to drive an 
organization forward. Companies can create a competitive advantage by leveraging this 
leap in productivity and cost gains and replacing the low-cost, offshore, global workforce 
strategies that have been the focus of many financial institutions over the past fifteen 
years. Digital Workforce also solves problems data analytics and monitoring create, often 
overwhelming an organization in dashboards flashing red and findings that need to be 
investigated by armies of people. This revolution does not simply find problems and tell 
people where to focus; it can solve or prevent them from occurring in the first place. Read on 
to understand how to deploy and train a Digital Workforce to drive efficiency and advantage 
in an increasingly competitive world. 

What Is a Digital Workforce, and How Can 
Financial Institutions Benefit?
Many financial institutions have focused on enhancing their current technology stacks, 
which includes integrating advanced technologies to augment employees’ work. A Digital 
Workforce is the evolution and merging of these unique technologies to provide next-
generation capabilities to solve previously time-consuming and expensive problems.

The Digital Workforce leverages different technologies to automate processes and perform 
manual tasks at speed and scale. The actions most frequently used by “Digital Workers” 
include optical character recognition (OCR), natural language processing (NLP), robotics 
process automation (RPA), and artificial intelligence and machine learning (AI/ML). In 
addition, advances in cloud computing and containerization technology allow for the cost-
efficient training of the Digital Workforce while enabling flexible deployment both in the 
cloud and on-premises within a company’s data center, if required. 
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The Digital Workforce Revolution Is Here

TECHNOLOGY WHAT DOES IT DO? USE CASE

OCR Optical character recognition “refers to both 
the technology and process of reading and 
converting typed, printed, or handwritten 
characters into machine-encoded text or 
something that the computer can manipulate.”1

Organizations use OCR to scan and input data 
from forms or search and extract text from 
books, articles, and other text-heavy documents. 
While OCR has been around for years, recent 
advances have greatly improved computers’ 
ability to read handwriting and other “marks” 
such as checkboxes.

OCR is typically the first action that a Digital 
Worker will take. BRG’s Digital Workers have 
been deployed at scale to read and digest 
loan documents, mortgage applications, loan 
modifications, and other typed and handwritten 
documents. On a recent deployment, our Digital 
Worker processed over 2,500,000 pages of loan 
documents in approximately four days. These 
abilities saved the human workers weeks of 
effort.

NLP Natural language processing “refers to the 
branch of computer science… concerned with 
giving computers the ability to understand the 
text and spoken words in much the same way 
human beings can.”2

NLP frequently is used to understand 
relationships within a text and create structured 
datasets from unstructured, free-form data and 
text. The NLP’s power stems from its ability to 
extract themes and determine sentiment, among 
other capabilities.

A typical application that a Digital Worker 
employs, which we’ve deployed several times, 
involves analyzing a customer’s social media 
posts to extract key themes and match sentiment 
to the theme. By marrying this capability with 
advanced visualizations, our Digital Worker can 
give customer leadership a good feel for what 
their customers are saying about them.

Another application of NLP marries 
transcription technology with NLP to analyze 
customer conversations with customer 
service representatives (CSRs). This provides a 
confirmatory analysis of a customer’s complaint 
to ensure that the CSR characterized the 
complaint appropriately.

1 Technopedia, “Optical Character Recognition (OCR)” (last updated January 27, 2017), available at: https://www.
techopedia.com/definition/31623/optical-character-recognition-ocr 

2 IBM Cloud Education, “What is Natural Language Processing?” (July 2, 2020), available at: https://www.ibm.com/
cloud/learn/natural-language-processing
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TECHNOLOGY WHAT DOES IT DO? USE CASE
RPA Robotic process automation “is the practice 

of automating routine business practices with 
software agents (bots) that perform tasks 
automatically. RPA programming plays an 
important role in data preprocessing and is a more 
sophisticated version of macros.”3

Organizations use RPA to automate repetitive 
tasks. For example, bots can be used for an 
increasingly limitless number of activities, such 
as extracting text from websites, downloading 
documents, updating spreadsheets and databases, 
and sending emails.

The use cases for RPA are numerous, and Digital 
Workers can configure RPAs in an “assembly line” 
to automate complex processes. Many customer 
engagements use RPA to seamlessly move and 
extract large volumes of data to update databases 
and other systems for further downstream 
processing.

AI/ML Artificial intelligence , also known as machine 
intelligence, is a branch of computer science that 
aims to imbue software with the ability to analyze 
its environment using either predetermined rules 
and search algorithms or pattern recognizing 
machine learning models, and then make 
decisions based on those analyses.4 

ML is a branch of AI and computer science that 
focuses on using data and algorithms “to imitate 
the way that humans learn, gradually improving 
its accuracy.”5 

AI/ML can be used to identify patterns that 
may not be immediately evident to humans. 
Applications can include categorizing 
unstructured data or identifying high-risk patterns 
of behavior that indicate potential fraud or 
other illegal activity. AI/ML, in concert with OCR 
capability, is commonly referred to as Computer 
Vision or Cognition.

AI/ML underpins many of our services to 
make them more than just “dumb” processes. 
This technology enables Digital Workers to 
learn on the job and refine their output. For 
example, a recent deployment married OCR 
with AI/ML (collectively, Computer Vision) to 
find specific tables within nearly 100,000 pages 
of mortgage documents, then correctly extract 
the handwritten figures from each table to feed 
downstream quality assurance processes. The 
Digital Worker was trained to recognize different 
formats of tables so it could identify the correct 
figures with zero defects.

3 Technopedia, “Robotic Process Automation (RPA)” (last updated July 11, 2021), available at: https://www.techo-
pedia.com/definition/32433/robotic-process-automation-rpa#:~:text=Robotic%20process%20automation%20
%28RPA%29%20is%20the%20practice%20of,robots%20could%20replace%20human%20beings%20for%20com-
mon%20tasks. 

4 Technopedia, “Artificial Intelligence (AI)” (last updated October 1, 2021), available at: https://www.techopedia.com/
definition/190/artificial-intelligence-ai 

5 IBM Cloud Education, “What is Machine Learning?” (July 15, 2020), available at: https://www.ibm.com/cloud/learn/
machine-learning 
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TECHNOLOGY WHAT DOES IT DO? USE CASE

Cloud 
Computing and 
Containerization 

“Cloud computing is a model for enabling 
ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network 
access to a shared pool of configurable 
computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, 
storage, applications, and services) that can 
be rapidly provisioned and released with 
minimal management effort or service provider 
interaction.”6

“Containerization is the packaging of software 
code with just the operating system (OS) libraries 
and dependencies required to run the code to 
create a single lightweight executable—called 
a container—that runs consistently on any 
infrastructure. More portable and resource-
efficient than virtual machines (VMs), containers 
have become the de facto compute units of 
modern cloud-native applications.”7

Advances in cloud computing and 
containerization have allowed for the cost-
efficient training of the Digital Workforce while 
enabling the flexibility to deploy both in the cloud 
and on-premises, if required by an organization.

Our Digital Workers begin their lives in the 
cloud. We deploy across many different data 
center providers depending on geography and 
the specific needs of the customer. Once these 
workers are trained within the cloud resources, 
they can be packaged (containerized) to be 
deployed in an on-premises environment if 
required.

A Digital Worker deployment leveraged the 
power of the cloud to allow for scale generally 
unachievable in an on-premises environment. 
For example, a mortgage lender could tell us how 
many loans the worker needed to examine but 
not the number of pages. When the page count 
rose above several hundred thousand, the cloud 
computers could spawn additional machines (and 
consequently workers) to ensure that the project 
stayed on schedule.

By utilizing this technology, our customers 
can scale their Digital Workforce up and down 
as needed. No Human Resource department 
required!

Individually, these technologies have been revolutionary in changing the way we work. 
When combined, however, they offer innovative solutions to the complex problems that 
financial institutions face.

6 Peter Mell and Timothy Grance, The NIST Definition of Cloud Computing: Recommendations of the National Institute 
of Standards and Technology, NIST SP 800-145 (September 2011), available at: https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/
Legacy/SP/nistspecialpublication800-145.pdf 

7 IBM Cloud Education, “Containerization Explained” (June 23, 2021), available at: https://www.ibm.com/cloud/learn/
containerization 

Considerations for choosing a partner:
 – Pick a partner that understands your industry and functional area. For example, a technology-only 

partner will not integrate the workers into the processes as effectively or appropriately.

 – Similarly, pick a partner that truly understands and has experience in Digital Worker technology.  
Partners that have a robust toolkit and are “technology agnostic” allow for a more creative solution  
than those that work with only one type of technology. For example, while you can probably install  
a screw with a hammer, a screwdriver will be more effective. 
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Digital Workforce in Practice
Below are two engagements for which BRG professionals have deployed the Digital Workforce:

Example 1: 

Regulators contacted a nonbank servicer regarding its handling of public assistance 
income in the underwriting decision process for modifying delinquent loans. The 
dialogue resulted in a mandatory lookback review that included over 7,000 accounts. 
The servicer did not track denial codes or sources of income in its systems, resulting in 
a time-consuming and costly manual review process. Digital Workforce was deployed 
and processed over three million pages of loan documentation. The platform quickly 
identified the impacted population and pointed reviewers to the exact information 
needed to complete the review. It resulted in saving the client almost $2 million in fees.

Example 2: 

A large regional bank deployed Digital Workforce as part of its loan origination 
quality control (QC) program. The bank was originating over 5,000 loans per month 
but reviewing only a sample of the volume due to resource and time constraints. The 
Digital Workforce was implemented, resulting in a comprehensive, 100 percent review 
of the loan population and an improvement in the effectiveness of the QC. Following 
the successful debut within the QC function, the team is implementing the Digital 
Workforce as part of its pre-funding and underwriting analysis. 

As the examples show, there is terrific potential to use and combine these tools to address 
complex organizational issues. But how do financial institutions select the right set of tools 
with an overwhelming number of products to review and an increasingly sophisticated team 
of users? First, they develop a digital strategy.

First a Digital Strategy, Then a Digital Workforce
Developing a digital strategy is a critical component of moving toward a Digital Workforce. 
Financial institutions need to look at their core systems, organizational culture, and digital 
priorities to determine how to implement technology within their organizations. Playing 
technology whack-a-mole, where products are selected and implemented based on what 
is trendy or to respond to the latest fire drill, is a quick way to either:

 – Buy an expensive tool without insight into who will use it or how

 – Spend significant money on a product that works great in one application 
but is painful to retrofit in other applications, wasting organizational time 
and money

Both scenarios create friction with the business units and make teams more skeptical of 
future implementations. When implementing Digital Workforce technology, this becomes 
even more imperative, as the different technologies must be selected to work in concert 
among themselves and within the existing business processes. 

A sound digital strategy can help by ensuring that technology decisions are reviewed holistically 
to ensure that the institution is considering both organization-wide adoption issues and 
any unique or specialized needs business lines must address. Successfully implementing a 
digital strategy will provide a toolkit for business lines to innovate and address problems.
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Considerations for Implementing a Digital 
Workforce
Implementing a Digital Workforce can be transformative for financial institutions, reducing 
friction for both employees and customers. However, implementations can be complex and 
frequently have to overcome hurdles for successful adoption: 

BARRIER DESCRIPTION WAYS TO ADDRESS

Change 
fatigue

Frequent changes within financial institutions can 
cause employees to grow apathetic to adopting new 
technology or changes to their existing processes.

Have a clear digital strategy roadmap that outlines 
realistic short- and long-term goals. Communicating 
progress against those goals can help employees 
stay more engaged throughout the process.

Company 
culture

Highly bureaucratic financial institutions may find 
changes culturally challenging. Organizations with 
high inertia may see less enthusiasm to innovate and 
push changes.

Ensuring that the digital strategy understands and 
meets the business lines’ needs is fundamental to 
encouraging engagement and adoption. In addition, 
evangelizing small wins and team success stories 
throughout the process can improve engagement.

Employee 
resistance

The history of the Industrial Revolution and popular 
media is filled with examples of people fearful of 
and resistant to technological advancements. When 
people fear becoming redundant, organizations need 
to respond in thoughtful and empathetic ways.

Combating both change fatigue and negative 
company culture can help move the needle on 
employee resistance. Additionally, be transparent 
about how the changes will affect the way people 
work, and ensure that the team has the necessary 
skills and training to adopt new processes.

Employee  
skill gaps

New technology requires upskilling of employees to 
ensure that it is used effectively by the organization. 
Therefore, it is critical to ensure that IT teams and 
business lines have the necessary skills to foster 
adoption and facilitate its use.

Training is essential. Institutions need external training 
in new software and skills and internal trainers who 
can provide refreshers and train new staff. Sessions 
should include both IT teams and business staff. 
Having a bench of power users in the business line 
reduces the dependency on overstretched IT resources 
for less complicated requests.

In addition to overcoming barriers, there are several ways to accelerate Digital Workforce 
implementation:

1. Leverage internal IT’s deep knowledge of the institution. IT groups 
within financial institutions know the good, the bad, and the ugly of their 
institution’s processes. They understand how core systems may be used in 
untraditional ways and can help build custom solutions that extend the 
usability of enterprise systems and tools.

2. Leverage business line knowledge to prioritize initiatives. 
Understanding the major pain points across the business lines can help 
financial institutions prioritize digital initiatives that will make the most 
impact. Getting early wins can build momentum and create buy-in for the 
digital strategy across the organization
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3. Use industry and functional area experts in concert with 
technologists to reduce strain and ensure fit. While internal resources 
know their organizations well, consultants have seen what works (and 
what doesn’t) at other financial institutions. Consultants bring a broader 
worldview and can assist in several activities, reducing the burden on your 
teams:

a. Advising on and contributing to digital strategy development

a. Sharing expertise in implementing the various parts of the Digital 
Workforce

a. Assisting in critical aspects of the implementation, such as project 
management, process redesign, and technology adoption

a. Supporting the implementation as outsourced resources to provide 
business continuity during the cutover to new processes

a. Training the team on the latest technology and techniques

Digital Workforce Management and Governance
Digital Workforces, like human workforces, still need management and oversight. Digital 
Workers may not suffer from fatigue, but they still can break down. Controls and quality 
assurance processes need to address the unique structure of Digital Workforces. Change 
management processes should ensure they consider the impact on the Digital Workforce. 
Compliance and Risk need to understand the unique risks that a Digital Workforce may 
pose and how regulatory requirements apply. Finally, ethical concerns around AI and ML 
demand rigorous model testing to ensure that the models are not reflecting biases.

Separately, having a Digital Workforce creates new concerns around business continuity. 
When automation is doing the work for humans, there is a tendency to “set it and forget it.” 
Digital processes need rigorous documentation to reduce key person risk; every financial 
institution has dealt with an outdated legacy system that no one knows how to use anymore. 
Both business lines and IT teams need people cross-trained on how the Digital Workforce 
works to ensure that the workforce can keep working.

Digital Workforces, like human workforces, still need management  
and oversight. Digital Workers may not suffer from fatigue, but they still  

can break down. Controls and quality assurance processes need to address 
the unique structure of Digital Workforces.
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Recommendations on How to Get Started/How 
BRG Can Help
Many institutions take a big bang approach to transformation, changing management 
teams, bringing in new systems, and overhauling ways of doing things. As a result, many 
are unsuccessful or continue to spin their wheels. 

BRG has found the most effective way to establish a Digital Workforce is to focus on quick, 
targeted wins, starting with pilots, so everyone can see and experience its success. Our 
recommended approach includes:

1. Identify an area of need. Focus on areas that are subject to the risk of 
loss to the company or are inefficient to ensure significant return on 
investment. Areas include new client intake, operations, QC, Risk and 
Compliance, and back-office function. BRG professionals can help identify 
areas through stakeholder discussions or by performing an opportunity 
assessment. 

2. Execute a proof of concept. Work with BRG to onboard a Digital Worker 
to perform an agreed-upon function, allowing your business to experience 
the technology and validate the results. During the proof of concept, your 
company will get access to our experts and technologists, who will lead 
you through the following:

a. Consult on your pain points and the right mix of technologies to solve them.

b. Define the business requirements for the task to be automated.

c. Obtain the appropriate resources, including system access, data,  
and documentation. 

d. Select a sample population to be run through Digital Workforce, 
whether it be 50 new client applications, 100 loans, 200 invoices,  
or some other pertinent sample. 

e. Execute the initial run of automation, and provide the results for 
validation with your business. During this phase, you will have direct 
access to BRG’s technology platform, so you can interact with us 
digitally and experience the solution for yourself.

f. Feedback from the initial run can be used to fine-tune the platform  
to increase confidence levels. 

g. Once your business is comfortable with the technology, we can work 
with you to build out a Digital Workforce implementation plan. We 
can go fast or slow. Budgets can be tailored to fit your needs (we work 
with small and large institutions and are committed to bringing this 
technology to everyone).
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3. Define a roadmap for Digital Workforce. Once your company uses Digital 
Workers, it is easy to expand and scale the deployment throughout your 
organization. BRG can help identify additional opportunities, prioritize 
functions to be digitized, perform a cost-benefit analysis, and evaluate 
progress against plans. 

BRG’s approach to establishing a Digital Workforce is like hiring an employee: we want to 
allow you to interview us and experience the technology to make an informed decision. 
Then, once you are comfortable, we want to be your trusted partner on this exciting journey 
into the next great revolution. 
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About BRG
Berkeley Research Group, LLC (BRG) is a global consulting firm that helps leading organizations 
advance in three key areas: disputes and investigations, corporate finance, and performance 
improvement and advisory. Headquartered in California with offices around the world, we are 
an integrated group of experts, industry leaders, academics, data scientists, and professionals 
working beyond borders and disciplines. We harness our collective expertise to deliver the inspired 
insights and practical strategies our clients need to stay ahead of what’s next. Visit thinkbrg.com 
for more information. 
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